Welcome to
Houston, Texas
by Eric Leshinsky Houston, Texas, is emblematic of certain
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global trends in dynamic urbanism: it has the rapid and uncontrolled growth, continuous population movements, rapidly-reconﬁgured architecture, perpetual bouts with transportation,
and sheer expansiveness that has made it and
other global cities into the objects of architectural fascination and spectacle.(1)
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If Houston is indeed a city, let alone
the 4th largest city in the United States, it
is a metropolis somehow cobbled together from a
continuously expanding and contracting set of elusive-- almost
undercover-- urbanisms and a set of development guidelines that
can seem more designed for urban disintegration than cohesion.
With no binding laws for historic preservation and no zoning code
to specify land-use, urban planning in this city means deregulation and architecture that comes and goes like the weather. Indeed,
Houston has always been a city that privileges commerce and
quick proﬁt and to that end, its urban form reﬂects the turbulence
of the market economy in a very pure way.

“The importance of not ‘addressing a people which is presupposed already
there’ is, at this moment fundamental to the ‘invention of a people’ we are at
present unable to see.” -Albert Pope (4)

An urban life does exist behind the fragmented ediﬁce of Houston,
but one which demands investigation. For in the eyes of a visitor
to Houston, this urban life will appear to quickly evaporate upon
exiting one of Houston’s massive shopping malls. But the marks of
an elusive public can be found elsewhere; in the unassuming handmade signs mounted on street poles; in
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